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Purpose: This study examines online speech processing in typically developing 
and late-talking 2-year-old children, comparing both groups’ word recognition, 
word prediction, and word learning. 
Method: English-acquiring U.S. children, from the “When to Worry” study of lan-
guage and social–emotional development, were identified as typical talkers (n = 
67, Mage = 27.0  months,  SD = 1.4; Study 1) or late talkers (n = 30,  Mage = 
27.0 months, SD = 2.0; Study 2). Children completed an eye-tracking task asses-
sing their ability to recognize both nouns and verbs, to use verbs to predict an 
upcoming noun’s referent, and to use verbs to infer the meaning of novel nouns. 
Results: Both typical and late talkers recognized nouns and verbs and used 
familiar verbs to predict the referents of upcoming nouns, whether the noun 
was familiar (“You can eat the apple”) or novel (“You can eat the dax”). Late 
talkers were slower in using familiar nouns to orient to the target and were both 
slower and less accurate in using familiar verbs to identify the upcoming noun’s 
referent. Notably, however, both groups learned and retained novel word mean-
ings with similar success. 
Conclusions: Late talkers demonstrated slower lexical processing, especially 
for verbs. Yet, their success in using familiar verbs to learn novel nouns sug-
gests that, as a group, their slower processing did not impair word learning in 
this task. This sets the foundation for future work investigating whether these 
measures predict later language outcomes and can differentiate late talkers with 
transient delays from those with language disorders. 
Around their second birthday, children typically 
enter a period of dramatic language growth. They learn 
new words at an accelerating pace (Fenson et al., 1994), 
diversifying their vocabularies to include increasing num-
bers of nouns, verbs, and adjectives (E. Bates et al., 
1994) and enriching their semantic networks (Arias-Trejo 
& Plunkett, 2013; Borovsky et al., 2016b; Peters & 
Borovsky, 2019). Furthermore, they begin to combine 
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multiple words and take advantage of ever subtler syntac-
tic cues in the speech they hear (for a review, see Fisher 
et al., 2020). These advances in lexical and grammatical 
knowledge are also reflected in children’s efficiency in spo-
ken language comprehension. Between their second and 
third birthdays, children get faster at recognizing familiar 
nouns and verbs in fluent speech and using them to antici-
pate what comes next as the sentence unfolds (Fernald 
et al., 2006; Mani & Huettig, 2012). 

Importantly, the pace of these advances is not uniform 
across children. In particular, some 2-year-olds, known as 
“late talkers,” exhibit delays in expressive language, even in
•May 2023 Copyright © 2023 American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
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the absence of other known neurodevelopmental or sensory 
disorders (Rescorla, 1989). Late talkers are often character-
ized by having small expressive vocabularies for their age 
and/or no word combinations at 2 years of age, and they 
are estimated to make up between 10% and 20% of the pop-
ulation (Reilly et al., 2007; Zubrick et al., 2007). Although 
being a late talker is a risk factor for future language disor-
ders (Rescorla & Dale, 2013), the relationship between late-
talker status and subsequent diagnosis is far from straightfor-
ward. Approximately 20%–40% of late talkers receive a 
diagnosis of developmental language disorder (DLD; Dale 
et al., 2003; Paul et al., 1997; Reilly et al., 2010). On the 
other hand, most children identified as late talkers on or 
before their second birthdays achieve typical vocabulary and 
language levels in preschool (Dale et al., 2003; Henrichs 
et al., 2011; Westerlund et al., 2006) or elementary school 
(see Rescorla, 2011, for a review). On average, however, 
late-talking toddlers continue to score lower than their peers 
on a variety of language and reading assessments into ado-
lescence, even if they do not develop frank language disor-
ders (Moyle et al., 2007; Rescorla, 2002, 2009; Rice et al., 
2008). 

Given the varied language development trajectories 
among late talkers and the challenge of distinguishing 
between these trajectories at a young age, it is necessary to 
go beyond broad patterns to specify the particular language 
skills that differentiate remitted versus persistent language 
delays. This is crucial for earlier identification and targeting 
of those young children at highest risk for persistent diffi-
culties. Although late talkers have been historically defined 
by delays in their expressive, not receptive, vocabularies, 
some research suggests that toddlers with delays in both 
expressive and receptive vocabularies are most likely to 
experience future language delays (Ellis & Thal, 2008). 

In addition, late talkers, on average, also exhibit 
impairments in their processing and use of known words 
during real-time language comprehension and word learn-
ing (Fernald & Marchman, 2012). These impairments, in 
turn, could lead to consistently slower vocabulary growth. 
As early as 17 months of age, children who are faster to 
process familiar words are also more successful in learning 
novel words, suggesting that faster lexical processing 
allows children to better encode novel word forms and/or 
their meanings (Lany, 2018). As children learn more 
words and become better at processing them, they can 
also use these familiar words to infer the meanings of 
novel words embedded in a sentence (Ferguson et al., 
2014, 2018). Children’s vocabulary size is also associated 
with a better understanding of the phonotactic patterns of 
their language, facilitating subsequent word learning (Graf 
et al., 2011). Moreover, longitudinal studies of processing 
speed and vocabulary suggest that faster processing speed 
predicts subsequent vocabulary growth, controlling for 
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concurrent vocabulary size, with these relationships prov-
ing especially important for children with smaller initial 
vocabularies (Fernald & Marchman, 2012; Fernald et al., 
2006; Peter et al., 2019). Similarly, processing speed pre-
dicts subsequent accelerated growth in the syntactic com-
plexity of children’s speech (Peter et al., 2019). Thus, late 
talkers’ language processing abilities may play an impor-
tant role in facilitating or limiting their subsequent vocab-
ulary growth and syntactic knowledge. If this is the case, 
then early assessments of online word recognition and 
word learning abilities might help identify those late 
talkers at greatest risk for future language impairments. 
To address this possibility, this study seeks to shed light 
on the relationship between late talking, online word rec-
ognition, and word learning in toddlers. 
Late Talkers’ Vocabularies 

Much of the evidence on late talkers’ language skills 
in the second and third years of life has focused on vocab-
ulary size and composition, with recent work suggesting 
that verbs represent a particularly crucial difference 
between late and typical talkers’ lexicons. Caregiver 
reports indicate a lower proportion of verbs in the vocab-
ularies of late talkers at 24 months of age than in those of 
typical talkers (Hadley, 2006; MacRoy-Higgins et al., 
2016), although this difference does not appear to be tied 
to any specific class of verbs (Horvath et al., 2019). Verb 
learning difficulties may foreshadow later difficulties with 
grammar, as verb lexicon size is a strong predictor of 
grammatical development. In particular, spontaneous verb 
production at 24 months of age accounts for nearly half 
of the variance at 30 months of age on the Index of Pro-
ductive Syntax (IPSyn), a measure of grammatical compe-
tence (Hadley et al., 2016). Late talkers also continue to 
score lower on the IPSyn at 3 and 4 years of age (Rescorla 
et al., 1997, 2000), even after a majority are within typical 
ranges on vocabulary measures. 

These differences appear to persist even later into 
childhood. Children who were late talkers at the age of 
2 years perform less accurately than those who were typi-
cal talkers on morphosyntactic and syntactic measures at 
the age of 7 years (Rice et al., 2008). Furthermore, 5- to 
8-year-old children diagnosed with DLD have more diffi-
culty than their typically developing peers in comprehend-
ing and producing verbs (Andreu, Sanz-Torrent, & 
Guàrdia-Olmos, 2012; Andreu, Sanz-Torrent, Legaz, & 
MacWhinney, 2012). This is in line with a larger literature 
suggesting that children who experience language delays 
and those with language disorders show more pronounced 
difficulties with verbs than with nouns (for a review, see 
Verhoeven & van Balkom, 2003).
l.: From Recognizing Known Words to Learning New Ones 1659
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Indeed, early impairments in verb comprehension 
may cause broader difficulties for vocabulary and syntactic 
development as well: Young children depend on the words 
they know to interpret novel syntactic constructions and 
infer the meanings of new words (Babineau et al., 2021). 
For instance, when a known verb takes a novel noun as an 
argument (e.g., “The dax is dancing” or “She drives the 
vep”), 2-year-old typical talkers can use the verb’s selec-
tional restrictions to identify the referent (Ferguson et al., 
2014, 2018; Goodman et al., 1998). If late talkers know 
fewer verbs or their verb knowledge is less robust, efficient, 
or accessible, these inferences will be less frequent or effec-
tive, and words could take longer to learn. 
Late Talkers’ Online Language 
Processing 

Late talkers also differ from typical talkers in the 
efficiency with which they process words in fluent speech. 
Fernald and Marchman (2012) used a looking-while-
listening paradigm to assess how efficiently 18-month-old 
late talkers processed familiar words. Children listened to 
sentences with familiar nouns (e.g., “Look at the kitty”) 
while looking at two images depicting the target and a dis-
tracter. Analyses of children’s eye movements provided a 
measure of their efficiency in spoken word recognition. Chil-
dren identified as late talkers at 18 months of age were 
slower and less accurate in identifying the referents of famil-
iar nouns than their age-matched peers. Processing efficiency 
also predicted subsequent vocabulary growth: Children with 
faster and more accurate language processing at 18 months 
of age showed more rapid vocabulary growth and had larger 
vocabularies at 30 months of age. Critically, late talkers with 
higher processing efficiency at 18 months of age were more 
likely to catch up with typical peers in vocabulary by 
30 months of age. Thus, lower processing efficiency may 
present an obstacle to efficient vocabulary growth. 

Recent work has expanded these paradigms beyond 
familiar nouns to test young children’s processing of 
verbs. Some of this work has suggested that the associa-
tion between measures of verb processing efficiency and 
vocabulary size evident in late talkers is relatively weak or 
absent in typically developing 2- and 3-year-olds (Koenig 
et al., 2020; Valleau et al., 2018). However, these findings 
may be the result of methodological differences. In these 
studies, verb processing efficiency was assessed by measur-
ing children’s looking to pairs of dynamic events, which 
may complicate the use of standard eye gaze measures 
such as latency to look to the target. Other studies have 
circumvented this problem by testing children’s efficiency 
in using a semantically informative verb to predict an 
upcoming noun. In this paradigm, children view static 
• •1660 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research Vol. 66
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images of, for example, a ball and a cake, while hearing a 
sentence such as, “The boy eats the big cake.” If children 
can process verbs rapidly in online speech, they should 
look more to the cake than to the ball after hearing the 
verb “eats,” even before hearing the noun “cake.” Indeed, 
Mani and Huettig (2012) found that 2-year-old typically 
developing children fixated on the semantically related 
image (e.g., the cake) soon after hearing the informative 
verbs. They also found that children’s skill in anticipating 
the target from the semantically constraining verb was 
correlated with their productive vocabulary size, suggest-
ing a relationship between verb processing and vocabulary 
size in typically developing children. 

A recent study using this paradigm found successful 
verb-based prediction for 3- to 4-year-olds, both those who 
were developing typically and those who were suspected of 
having DLD (van Alphen et al., 2021). The two groups dif-
fered, however, in their verb processing efficiency: Children 
suspected of having DLD were slower than their typically 
developing peers to shift to the target image after hearing 
the verb. A similar pattern emerged in children’s noun-
based processing efficiency: When children heard a noun 
presented after an uninformative verb (e.g., “Look, a 
book!”), children suspected of having DLD were slower 
than their typically developing peers to shift their gaze to 
the target referent. Thus, both verb- and noun-based pro-
cessing efficiency are associated with language ability in the 
preschool years. It remains unclear, however, whether dif-
ferences in online processing might be evident even earlier 
for late-talking toddlers. We address this in the experiments 
below using a paradigm designed to investigate noun- and 
verb-based processing efficiency in 2-year-olds. 
Word Learning in Late Talkers 

Researchers seeking to identify the sources of late 
talkers’ smaller productive vocabularies have also examined 
their ability to learn new words. Word learning paradigms 
provide a strong test of the different mechanisms that sup-
port or limit vocabulary acquisition and permit us to assess 
whether these mechanisms differ for late and typical 
talkers. 

Studies have found mixed results on whether late 
talkers differ from typical talkers in word learning. Jones 
(2003) found that 2-year-old late talkers required a similar 
number of trials to learn a novel word in a habituation par-
adigm as typical talkers; the two groups were also similarly 
successful in extending the word to highly similar objects. 
However, the two groups differed in their willingness to 
generalize the word to other objects with similar shapes but 
different textures. This finding converges with other work 
suggesting more variation in the generalization biases of
•1658–1677 May 2023
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late talkers than in those of typical talkers, with fewer late 
talkers showing a reliable shape bias in noun generalization 
(Colunga & Sims, 2017; Perry & Kucker, 2019). 

Other work has largely focused on fast-mapping 
procedures, in which children are briefly introduced to a 
series of novel objects and labels and then tested on their 
comprehension or production of the labels. Ellis Weismer 
et al. (2013) presented 30-month-old late and typical 
talkers with a fast-mapping test in which they learned two 
novel words. Although late talkers successfully learned 
words in this task, they were less accurate in both produc-
ing and comprehending them than typical talkers. More-
over, children’s accuracy in producing the novel words 
was associated with their productive vocabulary; compre-
hension of the words likewise predicted language compre-
hension more generally. In a more extended word learning 
paradigm, MacRoy-Higgins and Montemarano (2016) 
taught typically developing and late-talking 2-year-olds 12 
novel words over the course of 10 play sessions. Late-
talking children learned significantly fewer words than 
their typically developing peers, although variability 
among the late talkers was high. Notably, late talkers 
attended to the objects less than typical talkers did during 
learning, suggesting that late talkers may have difficulty 
encoding the new words and their meanings, not simply in 
retrieving or producing them later. 

In contrast, in a simpler fast-mapping task, 18-
month-old typical and late talkers did not differ in their 
word learning outcomes (Ellis et al., 2015). Infants in this 
task were taught novel words for two novel objects, shown 
one at a time, and each object was labeled 14 times during 
40 s of exposure to the object. Infants then completed com-
prehension tests for each word. Both late and typical 
talkers had difficulty learning the words, and there were no 
group differences in the accuracy of infants’ looks or in 
more fine-grained measures such as their latency to fixate 
on the target. In another fast-mapping comprehension task 
featuring verbs, typically developing and late-talking 2-
year-olds were similarly successful in learning verb–event 
mappings, especially when the linguistic contexts consis-
tently included content nouns (Horvath & Arunachalam, 
2021). Thus, both studies suggest more similarities than dif-
ferences in late and typical talkers’ word learning abilities. 

Taken together, these findings paint a mixed picture. 
Although there appear to be some differences in typical 
and late talkers’ word learning abilities or strategies, these 
differences vary across age groups and paradigms. An 
important limitation of the extant work, however, is that 
assessments of word learning have focused almost exclu-
sively on unambiguous fast-mapping paradigms, which 
simply require infants to pair a novel label with a single 
visible object. Yet these “ideal” scenarios are uncommon 
LaTourrette et a
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in children’s everyday learning environments, in which 
many potential referents for a new word are often present 
(Medina et al., 2011). In such circumstances, both typical 
and late talkers can succeed in learning words through 
repeated exposures and cross-situational word learning 
(Alt et al., 2014, 2020; Smith & Yu, 2008). However, the 
linguistic context in which the novel word appears can 
also be instrumental in identifying the target referent 
(Fisher et al., 2010; Gillette et al., 1999). By 2 years of 
age, typically developing toddlers readily recruit familiar 
verbs to constrain the meaning of novel nouns used as 
their arguments (Ferguson et al., 2014, 2018; Goodman 
et al., 1998). For example, in a sentence such as, “Mommy 
feeds the ferret,” children use the familiar verb “feed” to 
infer that the target of the sentence (i.e., the intended ref-
erent of the novel noun) must be an animate and not an 
inanimate object. A critical question then is how late 
talkers learn words in these more naturalistic situations 
requiring them to integrate linguistic and referential con-
text, especially as these situations depend on preexisting 
language knowledge and efficient processing, which may 
be impaired for late talkers. 
This Study 

This study was designed to investigate both real-
time familiar word recognition and novel word learning in 
late-talking and typically talking toddlers and to measure 
the relation between these abilities in both groups. To do 
so, we designed a new looking-while-listening task to 
assess how rapidly 2-year-olds (a) recognize familiar 
nouns, (b) use familiar verbs to predict the referent of an 
upcoming familiar noun, and (c) use familiar verbs to 
identify and learn the referent of a novel noun. 

First, we tested noun recognition by including trials 
from a standard looking-while-listening paradigm with 
familiar nouns (e.g., Fernald et al., 2006, 2008). Second, 
we assessed verb-based prediction abilities by testing how 
rapidly toddlers were able to use a familiar verb to predict 
an upcoming noun (e.g., “You can eat the apple”). 
Finally, we investigated typical and late talkers’ ability to 
use familiar verbs to learn the meaning of novel nouns. 
On these trials, we introduced novel nouns in sentences 
with semantically constraining verbs (e.g., toddlers heard 
“You can eat the dax” when a novel food item and a 
novel clothing item were shown on the screen). Here, 
toddlers had to rely on the familiar verbs (“eat” or 
“wear”) to infer the noun’s referent (an item of food or 
clothing, respectively). We then tested toddlers’ retention 
of these noun–object mappings when the informative verb 
(e.g., “eat”) was replaced with a neutral one (e.g., “find”) 
that could refer to either referent.
l.: From Recognizing Known Words to Learning New Ones 1661
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In Study 1, we implemented this task with 2-year-old 
typical talkers. Our goal was to compare their success in 
two different implementations of the task: a Massed version, 
in which children heard only one novel word (of two) per 
block, and an Interleaved version, in which children heard 
two different novel words in each block. In Study 2, we pre-
sented the easier Massed version to 2-year-old late talkers 
and compared their performance to that of the typical 
talkers from Study 1. By examining familiar word recogni-
tion and novel word learning in the same design, this para-
digm permits us to examine the relations among these skills 
and identify differences between late and typical talkers. 
Study 1 

The goal of Study 1 was to establish a normative 
baseline with typically developing children in this task. To 
do so, we assessed their noun recognition, verb-based pre-
diction, and verb-based word learning. In addition, we 
compared two different versions of this task, featuring 
either a Massed or an Interleaved word learning trial 
structure. In both versions, children learned two novel 
nouns. However, in the Interleaved version, children 
encountered both nouns within each block (e.g., learning 
“dax” on one trial and then “vep” two trials later). In 
contrast, in the Massed version, children heard only one 
novel noun in each block, with that noun repeated twice 
within the block and the nouns alternating across blocks 
(e.g., “dax” in Block 1 and “vep” in Block 2). The goal of 
this manipulation was purely methodological: We simply 
wanted to determine which trial structure provided the 
best opportunity for word learning in this task, so that we 
could then use that version with late talkers. Previous 
work has sometimes found that children learn words bet-
ter in massed contexts, where the novel word is repeated 
across multiple, consecutive exposures (Schwab & Lew-
Williams, 2016, 2020; Vlach & Johnson, 2013). However, 
in other studies, children successfully learned words in 
both massed and interleaved contexts (Benitez et al., 2020; 
Vlach & DeBrock, 2017), and interleaving ensures that 
children have an equal opportunity to learn both words 
regardless of their fatigue over blocks. Thus, we compared 
the Massed and Interleaved trial structures in Study 1 to 
determine which better supported learning in this context. 
Method 

Participants 

All participants in Studies 1 and 2 were part of a 
larger longitudinal study of emergent language and mental 
• •1662 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research Vol. 66
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health risk in toddlers (the “When to Worry” [W2W] 
study; Krok et al., 2022; Norton et al., 2022). Partici-
pants included toddlers with typical development and 
high irritability (the most robust developmental indicator 
of behavioral vulnerability to subsequent mental health 
problems; Wakschlag et al., 2019) and late talkers. All 
participants were recruited from the greater Chicago met-
ropolitan area via pediatric practices, social media, and 
advertisements. To be eligible for the larger study, chil-
dren were required to be full-term (gestational age of 
greater than 36 weeks), with no sensory/perceptual or 
neurodevelopmental diagnoses, monolingual English 
acquiring (less than 20% exposure to other languages), 
and between 24 and 32 months of age, with a biological 
parent willing to complete the study. 

For this article, we included all children who partici-
pated in the eye-tracking task during their visit at 2 years 
old before March 2020; an additional three children par-
ticipated in the eye-tracking task but contributed no 
usable trials. Other children in the larger study did not 
complete the eye-tracking task because they did not par-
ticipate in the “2-year-old age” visit by March 2020 (n = 
60); the eye tracker was out of order or experienced tech-
nical difficulties (n = 65); fatigue, time constraints, or 
other factors prevented the children from getting to the 
task (n = 14); or in-laboratory data collection was not 
possible, usually due to the COVID-19 pandemic (n = 21). 
The current sample (N = 97) did not significantly differ 
from the rest of the larger study’s sample (N = 163) with 
respect to age, sex (43 female, 54 male), or ethnicity (12 
Hispanic or Latino, 85 not Hispanic or Latino; ps > .15) 
but did differ in race (75 White, nine Black, one Asian, 
eight multiracial, four unreported). Specifically, the cur-
rent sample included proportionally more White partici-
pants, χ2 = 13.8, p < .001, and fewer Black/African 
American participants, χ2 = 9.46, p = .002. The current 
sample also had a significantly higher income-to-needs 
ratio, t(132) = 2.97, p = .0035, and was more likely to 
have a primary caregiver with a college degree, χ2 = 5.73, 
p = .017. As most children with the opportunity to com-
plete the current task did so, these differences between the 
current and the larger sample likely reflect differences in 
children’s opportunity to visit the laboratory (with a func-
tioning eye tracker), not differences due to the task itself. 

The longitudinal W2W study includes yearly direct 
assessment visits (including the Mullen Scales of Early 
Learning [MSEL; Mullen, 1995] and eye-tracking tasks) 
and parent surveys. Parent surveys, interviews, and video 
chat visits occur between yearly visits. Parents completed 
the MacArthur–Bates Communicative Development Inven-
tories (MCDI; Fenson et al., 2006) at multiple time points. 
For the current analyses, we used the MCDI data from the 
time point closest to the date the children completed their
•1658–1677 May 2023
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Table 1. Participant characteristics in Studies 1 and 2. 

Study 1 Study 2 

Typical talkers 
(Interleaved) 

n = 28  

Typical talkers 
(Massed) 
n = 39  

Late talkers 
(Massed) 
n = 30  

Measure M (SD) Range M (SD) Range M (SD) Range 

Age (months) 26.8 (1.2)a 25–29 27.1 (1.5)a 25–30 27.0 (2.0)a 24–32 

MCDI words produced percentile 56.9 (22)a 18–95 57.4 (22)a 20–95 5.4 (6.3)b 1–20 

MSEL receptive language percentile 70.1 (24)a 16–99 64.8 (23)a 24–99 39.5 (28)b 1–92 

MSEL expressive language percentile 71 (25)a 16–99 63.5 (25)a 8–96 21 (24)b 1–86 

Note. MCDI = MacArthur–Bates Communicative Development Inventories; MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning. 
a,b Different superscripts indicate groups that differ at p < .05, based on t tests; same superscripts indicate groups that do not differ signifi-
cantly (for details, see the Method section under Study 2). 

D

eye-tracking visit; as a result, the ages of children at the 
MCDI assessment ranged from 19.8 to 29.8 months (M = 
24.8, SD = 2.1). Given the variability in age, we used age-
based percentiles for words produced to classify children as 
typical or late talkers (see definitions below). Participants also 
completed the MSEL during their visit to the laboratory. 

The participants in Study 1 were sixty-seven 2-year-
olds (29 girls, 38 boys; one Asian, five Black, five His-
panic or Latino, five multiracial, 51 White) in the larger 
study who were classified as typical talkers because they 
(a) scored above the 15th percentile for vocabulary on the 
MCDI and (b) were reported to be combining words. See 
language scores and ages in Table 1. An additional child 
participated in the task but failed to contribute adequate 
looking (attending for a minimum of 750 ms during the 
target window; see the Analysis Strategy section) on any 
trial and was thus excluded. Each child participated in 
either the Interleaved version (n = 28) or the Massed ver-
sion (n = 39) of the task. Independent two-sample Welch’s 
t tests revealed no differences between versions in the chil-
dren’s age, t(64) = 0.96, p = .34, or vocabulary percentile, 
t(59) = 0.10, p = .92. 
Figure 1. Task design. The task was composed of five trial types, describ
children could use to identify the target object for each trial. Two trial ty
Known trials). Two trial types assessed verb-based prediction using fa
Neutral–Novel trials tested children’s retention of the novel words introdu

LaTourrette et a
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Task Design 

The looking-while-listening task included five dis-
tinct trial types, with two trials of each type presented in 
each of four blocks (see Figure 1). On all trials, children 
viewed two images presented simultaneously. On Warm-
up trials, which occurred at the start of each block, chil-
dren viewed two familiar objects that were neither cloth-
ing nor food (e.g., a baby and a truck). These trials were 
designed to assess familiar-noun recognition and to add 
variety in items (e.g., Fernald & Marchman, 2012). On all 
remaining trial types, children viewed a food item and a 
clothing item. Trials varied in (a) whether the sentences 
included a neutral verb (“get,” “see,” or “find”) or  an  infor-
mative verb (“wear” or “eat”) and (b) whether the images 
were known (e.g., sock, apple) or novel (kimono, dragon 
fruit). Thus, there were four critical trial types: Neutral– 
Known (e.g., “You can see the apple”), Informative–Known 
(e.g., “You can eat the apple”), Informative–Novel (e.g., 
“You can eat the dax”), and Neutral–Novel (e.g., “Find the 
dax”). Neutral–Known trials (together with Warm-up trials) 
assessed familiar-noun recognition, and Informative–Known 
and Informative–Novel trials assessed verb-based prediction. 
ed in the Method section. Bolded words indicate the first word the 
pes assessed recognition of familiar nouns (Warm-up and Neutral– 
miliar verbs (Informative–Known and Informative–Novel trials), and 
ced in Informative–Novel trials.
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1 Pilot testing indicated that kimonos and dragon fruit were unfamiliar 
to most children in our Midwestern U.S. demographic. Thus, 
although they are not universally novel, they do represent “novel” 
stimuli from the perspectives of our participants.

Figure 2. Sample block of trials. Each of the four blocks of trials included the same sequence of trial types, shown in the figure. There were 
two trials of each type (indicated as #1 and #2). Massed and Interleaved versions of the task differed only in the second Informative–Novel 
and Neutral–Novel trials (outlined in red). On these trials, the Massed task repeated the novel word heard earlier in the block, whereas the 
Interleaved task presented the other novel word. Thus, the Massed task presented only one novel word per block, with the two words pre-
sented in alternating blocks, whereas the Interleaved task presented both words in each block. 

D

Informative–Novel trials also served as “teaching” 
trials for the novel words, allowing children to use a 
familiar verb to infer the referent of the novel noun. 
Neutral–Novel trials served as “test” trials for these 
novel nouns: Neutral–Novel trials always immediately 
followed an Informative–Novel trial and tested infants’ 
understanding of the same novel noun heard on that pre-
vious Informative–Novel trial. The two familiar verbs 
“eat” and “wear” were selected because children success-
fully used them to predict noun meanings in previous 
work (e.g., Borovsky et al., 2016b; Goodman et al., 
1998) and for their compatibility with multiple familiar 
nouns. In addition, the CHILDES (Child Language Data 
Exchange System) corpus suggests “eat” and “wear” are 
used at similarly high levels in maternal child-directed 
speech at 24 months of age (2,800 ppm for each verb), 
although children themselves use “eat” more frequently 
(3,400 ppm) than “wear” (870 ppm; MacWhinney, 2014; 
Sanchez et al., 2019). Lexical norms based on parental 
MCDI reports indicated that the familiar nouns were all 
produced by a majority of 2-year-olds (Frank et al., 
2017). 

Critically, consecutive Informative–Novel and Neutral– 
Novel trials always featured the same noun. However, 
these trials were presented in one of two larger task 
structures (see Figure 2). In the Interleaved structure, 
children were exposed to Informative–Novel and Neutral– 
Novel trials for both words within each block; in the 
Massed structure, children heard the same word for all 
Informative–Novel and Neutral–Novel trials within a 
block, with that word alternating across blocks (e.g., for 
one novel word, the learning trials would occur in Blocks 
1 and 3; for the other, the learning trials would occur in 
Blocks 2 and 4). The order of nouns was counterbalanced 
across children. 
• •1664 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research Vol. 66
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Stimuli 

Language stimuli consisted of 28 different target 
sentences, all recorded by a female native speaker of 
English using infant-directed speech in a soundproof 
booth. These stimuli corresponded to different trial types 
(see Figure 1). Warm-up trials consisted of eight sentences 
featuring familiar-object labels from a variety of categories 
(e.g., “Look at the baby”). Neutral–Known trials con-
sisted of eight sentences featuring familiar-object labels 
(“shirt,” “sock,” “jacket,” “shoe,” “apple,” “cookie,” 
“banana,” “cheese”) and presented with a neutral verb 
with uninformative selectional restrictions (e.g., “You can 
get/see the apple”). Informative–Known trials consisted of 
eight sentences featuring the same familiar-object labels pre-
sented with an informative verb, either “wear” or “eat,” as 
appropriate (e.g., “You can eat the apple,” “You can wear 
the sock”). Informative–Novel (i.e., word learning) trials 
consisted of sentences using two novel-object labels (“dax” 
and “vep”) with informative verbs. For each participant, 
one of the two novel nouns was paired with the verb 
“wear” (e.g., “You can wear the dax”), and the other, with 
the verb “eat” (e.g., “You can eat the vep”); this pairing 
was counterbalanced across participants. Finally, Neutral– 
Novel (i.e., test) trials consisted of sentences featuring the 
same novel-object labels as in the Informative–Novel trials 
but with neutral verbs (e.g., “Find the dax”). 

Visual stimuli consisted of 16 distinct images corre-
sponding to the object labels above, as well as two images 
of novel objects: a dragon fruit and a kimono.1 All objects
•1658–1677 May 2023
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appeared equally often as a target and a distracter and were 
always presented in the same pairs. The side of the target 
image was counterbalanced across trials within a block.
Procedure 

We used a Tobii Pro X3-120 corneal reflection eye 
tracker for data collection in a laboratory setting. This eye 
tracker has a sampling rate of 120 Hz. Stimuli were dis-
played on a Lenovo ThinkPad laptop with a display size of 
34.5 × 19.5 cm and 1920 × 1080 screen resolution. Children 
were seated approximately 60 cm from the screen. 

Children participated in the looking-while-listening 
task during a study visit in which they also completed other 
activities related to the larger project (not reported here). 
Across both task versions, 40 trials were presented in four 
blocks, with each block containing two trials of each type 
and always presented in the order illustrated in Figure 2. 
Before each trial in the task, an attention-getting stimulus 
(e.g., a multicolored spinning circle) appeared for 2–4 s  in  the  
center of the screen. On all trials, children were first presented 
with two object images for 2 s in silence. Then, children heard 
a sentence, determined by the trial type (e.g., “You can wear 
the shirt” for an Informative–Known trial). This was 
followed by a follow-up question using a neutral pronoun 
(e.g., “Do you like it?”) approximately 5,500 ms into the trial, 
to ensure children remained engaged with the objects. 
Analysis Strategy 

To analyze children’s performance in the task, we 
analyzed both (a) the proportion of time they spent looking 
to the target image and (b) their reaction time in looking to 
the target image after the onset of the disambiguating word. 
For Informative–Known and Informative–Novel trials, the 
disambiguating word was the verb; for all other trials, the 
disambiguating word was the noun, unless noted otherwise 
in the analysis. For analyses of looking proportions, we 
focused on toddlers’ looking within the naming window, 
operationalized here as looking between 233 and 1,800 ms 
after the disambiguating-word onset (following Fernald 
et al., 2008). Finally, we included only trials in which the 
child attended to the objects for at least 750 ms during the 
naming window; this yielded approximately 20 trials (SD = 
9.30) per participant, with children contributing between 
one and 39 trials. For the children who contributed no 
Informative–Novel trials (n = 2 in Study 1; n = 1 in Study 
2), we also excluded their Neutral–Novel trials, as they 
might not have had the opportunity to learn the novel 
words, although an analysis including these trials yielded 
the same conclusions. 
LaTourrette et a
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To analyze reaction time, we included only trials in 
which the child was fixated on one object at word onset 
and then shifted to the other at least 233 ms later; this is a 
conservative estimate of the minimum time required to ini-
tiate a fixation in response to the word (Swingley et al., 
1999). To ensure children’s gaze shifts reflected a genuine 
shift to fixate on the other image (i.e., children were not 
simply looking off-screen and returning), we also excluded 
any trials with a gap of more than 300 ms between the 
moment infants shifted off the first image and the moment 
they arrived at the second (cf. Fernald et al., 2008). As a 
result, we retained approximately 11 trials per participant 
for reaction time analyses. 

We then fit linear mixed-effects models (D. Bates 
et al., 2015) with random effects of subject and, when possi-
ble, random slopes for within-subject variables (e.g., verb, 
block; cf. Barr et al., 2013). All categorical variables were 
effect-coded. The significance of effects was evaluated using 
Satterthwaite approximations for degrees of freedom imple-
mented in the lmerTest package, reported rounding to the 
nearest integer (Kuznetsova et al., 2017; see Luke, 2017, for 
justification). In cases where these models failed to con-
verge, we averaged scores by participant to conduct a 
Welch’s t test or analyses of variance. These tests are all 
noted by a footnote, as they use participants’ average scores 
across trials and, unlike the multilevel models, do not 
account for item-level variability, with a small reduction in 
power; however, we do not expect that this affected the 
results in any substantial way. All proportions were arcsine-
square-root-transformed for analysis with linear models. 
Results 

Typical talkers attended to the task across both task 
versions and all trial types, providing at least 750 ms of 
looking during the naming window on approximately half 
of the trials. There was no difference in the number of tri-
als included for children in the Interleaved, M = 21.3 tri-
als per child, SD = 9.75, and Massed, M = 19.1 trials per 
child, SD = 9.0, t(65) = 0.93, p = .36, versions. 
Preliminary Analyses 

Preliminary analyses of target looking during the 
naming window examined the effects of trial block (1–4), 
verb (“wear” vs. “eat”), and child age. Combining across 
trial types, there was no significant effect of block, p = .50. 
We did, however, observe a significant effect of verb, such 
that typical talkers were more successful using “eat” than 
“wear” to identify the target referent on the Informative– 
Known, t(50) = 7.27, p < .0001; Informative–Novel,
l.: From Recognizing Known Words to Learning New Ones 1665
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t(54) = 4.51, p < .0001; and Neutral–Novel,2 t(40) = 3.05, 
p = .004, trial types. However, verb did not interact with 
task version for any trial type, ps > .05. Therefore, we 
adopted a conservative strategy: We retained verb as a 
covariate in subsequent analyses of these trial types. 
Finally, we found no significant effects of age on perfor-
mance for any trial type, ps > .35. 
Online Word Recognition 

Known Nouns 

To assess noun recognition, we focused on the 
Warm-up and Neutral–Known trials, which feature famil-
iar nouns and neutral verbs. On Warm-up trials, typical 
talkers looked more to the target object than to the other 
object, M = 0.66, SD = 0.15, t(65) = 8.28, p < .0001. On 
Neutral–Known trials, they also looked significantly more 
to the target object, M = 0.72, SD = 0.17, t(64) = 8.87, p 
< .0001. As predicted, we observed no effect of task ver-
sion (Massed vs. Interleaved) for either Warm-up, t(54) = 
1.05, p = .30, or Neutral–Known, t(51) = 0.15, p = .88, 
trials. Across both task versions, typical talkers success-
fully identified the referents of familiar nouns. 

Known Verbs 

To test whether typical talkers were also successful 
in using semantically informative verbs to predict the ref-
erent of an upcoming noun, we focused first on the 
Informative–Known trials, examining looking from 233 to 
1,800 ms after the onset of the verb. Typical talkers 
looked to the target at above-chance rates during this win-
dow, M = 0.66, SD = 0.15, t(63) = 7.72, p < .0001. More-
over, typical talkers performed comparably in the Inter-
leaved and Massed versions of the task, t(57) = 1.50, p = 
.14. There was, however, an unanticipated effect of verb, 
t(50) = 7.26, p < .0001. On trials including the verb “eat,” 
typical talkers looked to the target at above-chance levels, 
M = 0.77, SD = 0.18, t(61) = 10.2, p < .0001. However, 
typical talkers’ preference for the target on “wear” trials 
did not reach significance, M = 0.53, SD = 0.21, t(60) = 
0.89, p = .38. Thus, in contrast to prior work (cf. Bor-
ovsky et al., 2016b), toddlers in the current design were 
significantly more successful with “eat” than with “wear.” 

Next, we directly assessed whether typical talkers 
used the semantically informative verb to predict the refer-
ent of the upcoming noun by comparing performance on 
Informative–Known and Neutral–Known trials in the 
• •

2 In this case, the most minimal mixed-effects model failed to converge 
or was singular, so instead, this statistic is the result of comparing 
participants’ average scores with a linear model. 
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window following the verb. As expected, typical talkers 
looked more to the target referent on Informative–Known 
trials than on Neutral–Known trials following the verb, 
t(62) = 3.13, p = .003. As illustrated in Figure 3 (left 
panel), typical talkers showed a stronger and earlier 
emerging preference for the target referent after hearing 
an informative verb (e.g., “eat”) than that after hearing a 
neutral verb (e.g., “see”). This suggests that typical talkers 
successfully used the informative verb to identify the refer-
ent of the upcoming (familiar) noun. 
Word Learning 

Typical talkers’ successful use of a familiar verb on 
the Informative–Known trials set the stage to examine 
their use of verbs in word learning on the Informative– 
Novel trials. We assessed whether typical talkers also lev-
eraged the familiar verbs to infer the referents of novel 
nouns (e.g., “You can eat the dax”). Children’s perfor-
mance on Informative–Novel trials was above chance 
overall, M = 0.65, SD = 0.20, t(62) = 5.49, p < .0001 (see 
Figure 4, blue and green bars). This suggests that 2-year-
olds used informative verbs to identify the semantically 
appropriate referent for the novel noun. In addition, their 
success was not affected by the task version, t(47) = 0.05, 
p = .96. However, echoing the results on Informative– 
Known trials, there was a significant effect of verb, 
t(54) = 4.51, p < .0001: Typical talkers successfully identi-
fied the target on “eat” trials, M = 0.75, SD = 0.20, 
t(60) = 8.62, p < .0001, but did not differ from chance on 
“wear” trials, M = 0.50, SD = 0.30, t(51) = 0.05, p = .96. 

Next, we focused on Neutral–Novel trials (e.g., 
“Find the dax”) to assess whether typical talkers had in fact 
learned the meanings of the novel nouns introduced in the 
Informative–Novel trials. On Neutral–Novel trials, chil-
dren’s aggregate performance across task versions did not 
differ from chance, M = 0.54, SD = 0.29, t(59) = 1.12, p = 
.26, indicating that learning the novel label was quite diffi-
cult. Children performed numerically, though not signifi-
cantly, better in the Massed version,2 t(46) = 1.15, p = .26. 
While children in the Interleaved version of the task looked 
equally between the two images at test, M = 0.50, SD = 
0.23, t(25) = 0.14, p = .89, those in the Massed task showed 
a preference for the target referent, which approached sig-
nificance, M = 0.57, SD = 0.22, t(33) = 1.82, p = .077. 

We also found a significant effect of verb on chil-
dren’s performance,2 t(39) = 3.04, p = .004. As in the 
Informative–Novel trials, typical talkers only successfully 
identified the target referent for the food noun (i.e., the 
noun previously paired with “eat”), M = 0.63, SD = 0.20, 
but not for the clothing noun (i.e., the noun previously 
paired with “wear”), M = 0.42, SD = 0.25. There was no
•1658–1677 May 2023
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Figure 3. Time course of looking to the target on word recognition trials. Typical talkers (left panel) show earlier looking to the target referent in 
the Informative–Known trials (in green) than in the Neutral–Known trials (in purple), indicating that they successfully used the informative verb 
to identify the target of the sentence. Late talkers (right panel) show a similar pattern, looking earlier to the target on Informative–Known trials. 
The solid vertical line indicates the trials’ average verb onset time; the dashed line indicates the average noun onset time. The x-axis marks the 
time elapsed from the trial’s onset to the end of the average noun-based naming window. Colored shading represents ±1 SEM. 

D

significant interaction between task version and verb,2 

t(39) = 0.84, p = .41. Overall, the verb-based word learn-
ing task was clearly quite difficult for 2-year-olds (see Fig-
ure 4), but those in the Massed version of the task did 
successfully learn novel words, at least when they were 
introduced using the verb “eat.” 
Processing Efficiency 

We next measured how quickly typical talkers 
shifted their gaze from the distracter image to the target 
image on each trial. Specifically, we examined how 
Figure 4. Proportion of time looking to the target on word learning trials. 
did not differ between the Interleaved and Massed versions. Late talkers
talkers, p = .002. On Neutral–Novel trials (right panel), typical talkers’ perfo
version than in the Interleaved version, and no difference emerged between
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quickly typical talkers shifted to the target on trials fea-
turing a familiar noun as the disambiguating word 
(Warm-up and Neutral–Known trials) compared to those 
featuring a familiar informative verb as the disambiguat-
ing word (Informative–Known and Informative–Novel 
trials). Combining across trial types in this way enabled 
us to make the most of a sparse data set (an average of 
under 11 distracter-initial trials per participant, across all 
trial types). 

Typical talkers showed rapid shifts in gaze toward 
the target after hearing both nouns (M = 646 ms, SD = 
269) and verbs (M = 749 ms, SD = 456). Although typical
On Informative–Novel trials (left panel), typical talkers’ performance 
 looked significantly less to the target referent than did the typical 
rmance was numerically, but not significantly, higher in the Massed 
 late and typical talkers within the Massed version. 
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talkers were significantly faster to shift to the target on 
noun trials than on verb trials, B = 126,  SE = 48,  t(34) = 
2.64, p = .012, the reaction time difference was only around 
100 ms on average. Thus, identifying an object based on a 
semantically informative verb appears to require more pro-
cessing time than identifying an object from its noun label, 
but typical talkers accomplished both tasks quite rapidly. 
Discussion 

These findings offer converging evidence that 2-
year-old typical talkers successfully use familiar verbs to 
anticipate the referent of an upcoming noun (Borovsky 
et al., 2016b; Mani & Huettig, 2012) and to infer the mean-
ing of a novel noun (Ferguson et al., 2014). Moreover, 
typical talkers identified the target referent of an upcom-
ing noun based on a semantically informative verb almost 
as quickly as when they heard its noun label. Thus, typical 
talkers efficiently processed both nouns and verbs online. 
Together, these results indicate that this task is sufficiently 
sensitive to assess toddlers’ noun recognition, verb-based 
prediction, word learning, and processing efficiency. 

The current results also offer converging evidence 
that massed presentation of novel words promotes word 
learning in children (Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016, 2020). 
Although the difference between massed and interleaved 
conditions fell short of significance, typical talkers showed 
successful learning for at least one novel word in the 
Massed version of the task (exposed to a single novel word 
per block) while performing at chance in the Interleaved 
version (exposed to two novel words per block). This 
massed structure may also better resemble natural, child-
directed conversation: When objects are mentioned at mul-
tiple points within a discourse, those mentions tend to 
involve multiple utterances clumped together (Frank et al., 
2013). In Study 2, we therefore used the Massed version of 
this task to investigate real-time word recognition and word 
learning in late-talking toddlers. 
Study 2 

In Study 2, we examined 2-year-old late talkers’ 
real-time word recognition and word learning. Building 
upon the evidence from Study 1 on word recognition and 
word learning abilities in typical talkers, here, we assessed 
late talkers’ performance in the same paradigm. To provide 
the most sensitive test of late talkers’ abilities, we presented 
them with the Massed trial structure from Study 1, which 
led to more successful word learning for typical talkers. We 
then compared late and typical talkers’ performance across 
studies. For comparisons involving word learning trials, we 
• •1668 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research Vol. 66
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focused specifically on the Massed version of the task. This 
provides a close comparison of late and typical talkers’ 
online language processing in the same task. 
Method 

Participants 

Participants were thirty 2-year-old children (14 girls, 
16 boys; four Black, seven Hispanic or Latino, three mul-
tiracial, 16 White) who were also enrolled in the W2W 
study (see Table 1). All were classified as late talkers, 
which was defined as (a) scoring at or below the 15th per-
centile on the MCDI (29 participants) and/or (b) not yet 
combining words (10 participants). Note that, although 
late talkers were defined exclusively on the basis of their 
expressive language, late talkers as a group differed from 
typical talkers in both expressive, t(56) = 8.43, p < .0001, 
and receptive, t(45) = 4.62, p < .0001, language abilities 
(see Table 1). There were no significant differences 
between the late talkers in this study and the typical 
talkers in Study 1 on age, biological sex, likelihood of the 
mother having a college degree (MLate = 0.79, MTypical = 
0.85), or income-to-needs ratio based on household size 
(MLate = 6.60, SDLate = 10.3; MTypical = 6.75, SDTypical = 
5.2), all ps > .5. 
Procedure 

All materials, procedures, and data analyses were 
identical to the Massed version of the task in Study 1 (see 
Figure 2, Massed task). 
Results 

Late-talking children contributed an average of 17.2 
trials (SD = 9.5) to the naming window analysis; this was 
not significantly different than typical talkers in Study 1, 
t(95) = 1.36, p = .18. 
Preliminary Analyses 

Preliminary analyses examined whether the propor-
tion of looking time during the naming window was related 
to block, verb (“wear” vs. “eat”), or child age. As in Study 
1, there was no overall effect of block, p = .71, but signifi-
cant effects of verb emerged on Informative–Known and 
Informative–Novel trials, ps < .05, with performance 
higher on “eat” trials than on “wear” trials. Verb was 
therefore retained as a covariate in the corresponding
•1658–1677 May 2023
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analyses. Although no effect of verb emerged on Neutral– 
Novel trials, p > .2, we included verb as a covariate for 
these trials as well, in line with both the other trial types 
and Study 1. Finally, age was not significantly correlated 
with children’s performance on any trial type, ps > .3. 
Online Word Recognition 

Known Nouns 

On Warm-up trials, late talkers successfully identi-
fied the referents of familiar nouns within the naming win-
dow, just as typical talkers did in Study 1 (see Figure 5). 
Performance on Warm-up trials was well above chance, 
M = 0.62, SD = 0.16, t(28) = 3.94, p = .0004, and did not 
differ from that of typical talkers, t(82) = 1.44, p = .16. 

On Neutral–Known trials, late talkers also looked 
significantly more to the target than to the distracter, M = 
0.65, SD = 0.20, t(24) = 3.68, p = .001. When compared 
to typical talkers, this difference did not reach signifi-
cance, t(85) = 1.82, p = .073. In conjunction with the 
Warm-up trials, this suggests that late and typical talkers 
show successful and largely comparable online recognition 
of known nouns at 2 years of age (see Figure 5). 

Known Verbs 

We then assessed late talkers’ verb-based prediction 
beginning with the Informative–Known trials. Late talkers 
showed significantly greater looking to the target than to the 
Figure 5. Proportion of time looking to the target across word recognitio
to the target on trials assessing recognition of known nouns (Warm-up an
trial type), ps < .05. Typical talkers looked significantly more to the target
indicating more accurate verb-based prediction. Typical-talker results pr
differences emerged between Massed and Interleaved tasks, ps > .1. 
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distracter following the onset of the verb, M = 0.61,  SD = 
0.17, t(27) = 3.05, p = .005. Typical talkers looked some-
what more to the target on Informative–Known trials than 
late talkers did (see Figure 5); this effect approached sig-
nificance, t(86) = 1.85, p = .068. As in Study 1, we also 
evaluated Informative–Known trials separately for “eat” 
and “wear” sentences. Like typical talkers, late talkers 
showed above-chance looking to the target on “eat” trials, 
M = 0.69,  SD = 0.30,  t(25) = 3.03, p = .006, but not on 
“wear” trials, M = 0.49,  SD = 0.23,  t(24) = 0.13, p = .90.  
The effect of verb was significant, t(70) = 6.86, p < .0001. 

To confirm that late talkers were using the verb to 
identify the target referent, we compared their looking to 
the target on Informative–Known and Neutral–Known tri-
als during the same window (233–2,000 ms after verb onset 
[post-verb]). This analysis revealed that late talkers looked 
significantly more to the target referent during the post-
verb window when the verb was informative (e.g., “eat”) 
than when it was neutral (e.g., “see”), t(22) = 4.14, p = 
.0004 (see Figure 3, right panel). Thus, like typical talkers 
in Study 1, late talkers successfully used an informative 
verb to rapidly infer the referent of the upcoming noun. 
Word Learning 

Next, we examined Informative–Novel trials, which 
asked children to use verbs to learn new nouns (see Fig-
ure 4). Overall, late talkers tended to look to the target at 
numerically above-chance rates, M = 0.56, SD = 0.19; this 
approached significance, t(26) = 1.77, p = .089. We again
n trials. Both typical and late talkers showed above-chance looking 
d Neutral–Known trial types) and known verbs (Informative–Known 
 than did the late talkers only on Informative–Known trials, p < .05, 
esented here collapse across Study 1’s task versions because no 
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observed an effect of verb, t(27) = 2.17, p = .04, with late 
talkers showing a stronger, albeit not significant, prefer-
ence for the target on “eat” trials, M = 0.60, SD = 0.29, 
t(25) = 1.62, p = .12, than on “wear” trials, M = 0.46, 
SD = 0.26, t(19) = 0.63, p = .53. Comparing performance 
across studies, while controlling for the effect of verb, 
revealed that typical talkers looked significantly more to 
the target than late talkers did, t(77) = 2.69, p = .009 (see 
Figure 4, left panel, blue and red bars). Thus, late-talking 
children were less successful than typical talkers in using a 
semantically informative verb to identify the referent of 
the novel noun. 

Next, we examined Neutral–Novel trials (e.g., “Find 
the dax”) to assess whether late talkers learned the mean-
ings of the novel nouns introduced in the Informative– 
Novel trials. Late talkers showed overall greater looking to 
the target referent than to the distracter, M = 0.63, SD = 
0.22, t(24) = 2.78, p = .01. More specifically, children 
showed above-chance looking to the target when the noun 
had been introduced with “eat,” M = 0.66, SD = 0.24, 
t(23) = 3.24, p = .004, but not when it had been introduced 
with “wear,” M = 0.58, SD = 0.30, t(17) = 1.12, p = .28. 
After controlling for verb, no significant difference emerged 
between late and typical talkers on Neutral–Novel trials,2 

t(38) = 1.46, p = .24 (see Figure 4, right panel, blue and red 
bars). Children in both groups showed limited success on 
this component of the task: learning novel nouns but only 
when using the informative verb “eat.” 
3 At the suggestion of a reviewer, we also ran a version of this analysis 
including only those participants who contributed three or more 
Informative–Novel and Neutral–Novel trials, yielding more precise 
estimates of individual children’s performance. The results of this 
analysis were largely similar, although the interaction did not reach 
significance, t(26) = 1.84, p = .077, likely due to the smaller sample 
size. 
Relations Between Novel Word Exposure 
and Test Trials 

Next, we considered the relation between chil-
dren’s performance on trials teaching novel words (i.e., 
Informative–Novel trials) and trials testing children’s 
understanding of these novel words (i.e., Neutral–Novel 
trials). Although we have thus far analyzed these two 
trial types separately, they are necessarily interrelated. 
Children are asked to infer the referent of a novel noun 
on Informative–Novel trials, and they are then tested on 
this novel noun–referent mapping on the subsequent 
Neutral–Novel trials. This presents an opportunity to 
assess the relation between verb-based prediction and 
word learning. 

First, we constructed a linear model of children’s 
average looking time to the target on Neutral–Novel trials 
in the Massed version of the task, predicted by group and 
average performance on learning trials (i.e., looking time 
to the target on Informative–Novel trials). This analysis 
revealed no significant effects of group, t(55) = 0.76, p = 
.45, or performance on Informative–Novel trials, t(55) = 
1.22, p = .23. However, the interaction between the two 
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factors was significant,3 t(55) = 2.03, p = .047. This inter-
action reflects a stronger relation between performance on 
Informative–Novel and Neutral–Novel trials in typical 
talkers, as compared with that in late talkers (see Fig-
ure 6). Strikingly, performance on Informative–Novel and 
Neutral–Novel trials was essentially unrelated for late 
talkers, r(23) = −.09, p = .67, but positively associated for 
typical talkers, r(32) = .49, p = .003. 

Finally, we conducted two additional analyses to test 
whether this association represented a genuine relation 
between exposure and test. First, we asked whether the 
learning–test correlation could be attributed to a general
effect of children’s engagement with the task. If this were 
the case, then high performance on any trial type should 
correlate with high performance on any other. However, this 
was not the case: Children’s performance on Warm-up trials 
did not predict their performance on Neutral–Novel trials, 
t(57) = 0.84, p = .41, nor was there a Group × Warm-up 
performance interaction, t(57) = 0.13, p = .90. Thus, the 
learning–test correlation cannot be attributed to individual 
differences in engagement and general task performance. 

Next, we asked whether the learning–test correlation 
could reflect individual children’s biases for a particular 
image. If so, a child’s preference during the baseline period 
of Informative–Novel trials, before the sentence begins, 
should also predict their looking preference on Neutral– 
Novel trials. However, baseline preferences did not signifi-
cantly predict looking on Neutral–Novel trials, t(56) = 
0.12, p = .91, nor did this interact with group, t(56) = 
0.92, p = .36. This suggests a unique relationship between 
performance on the Informative–Novel (“teaching”) and 
Neutral–Novel (“test”) trials: Better online verb-based ref-
erent prediction appears to lead to better novel noun 
learning. However, this relationship is only present in typi-
cal talkers. We return to this point in the discussion. 
Processing Efficiency 

As in Study 1, we analyzed processing efficiency sep-
arately for trials where the disambiguating word was 
either a noun or a verb (see Figure 7). Like typical 
talkers, late talkers were somewhat slower to shift to the 
target on verb trials than on noun trials, but this differ-
ence did not reach significance, B = 159, SE = 106,
•1658–1677 May 2023
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Figure 6. Relationship between looking on Informative–Novel (“teaching”) and Neutral–Novel (“test”) trials. Typical talkers showed a stronger, 
more positive relationship between looking on Informative–Novel (“You can eat the dax”) and Neutral–Novel (“Find the dax”) trials than their 
late-talker peers, p = .047. 
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t(19) = 1.50, p = .15. Late talkers were also less efficient 
than typical talkers in recognizing familiar nouns and 
using verbs to predict upcoming referents. For nouns (i.e., 
Warm-up and Neutral–Known trials), late talkers shifted 
toward the target more slowly, M = 809 ms, SD = 519,
than did the typical talkers, B = 148,  SE = 68,  t(61) = 
2.18, p = .033. A similar pattern emerged on verb trials 
(i.e., Informative–Known and Informative–Novel). Late 
talkers were significantly slower to shift to the target image, 
M = 935 ms, SD = 581, than typical talkers, B = 183,
SE = 81,  t(47) = 2.26, p = .028, controlling for verb. In 
sum, late-talking children used both nouns and verbs to 
Figure 7. Mean switch time across lexical categories and language grou
their gaze from the distracter referent to the target referent after the ons
quickly in response to nouns than to verbs, p = .030. For both nouns an
talkers, ps < .05. 
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identify the target referent but were slower to do so than 
typical talkers. 
General Discussion 

We conducted a comprehensive assessment of online 
lexical processing abilities in 2-year-old typical talkers 
(Study 1) and late talkers (Study 2), testing their compre-
hension of familiar nouns and verbs as well as their ability 
to use those familiar verbs to learn and retain novel
ps. Switch times indicate the speed with which children switched 
et of the cueing word (verb or noun). Typical talkers shifted more 
d verbs, late talkers were slower to shift to the target than typical 
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noun–object mappings. Five key findings emerged: (a) 
Late and typical talkers showed accurate and rapid recog-
nition of familiar nouns. (b) Similarly, both late and typi-
cal talkers used the semantic information in a familiar 
verb to anticipate an upcoming noun. This was evidenced 
by directing their visual attention to the target more rap-
idly when hearing sentences with an informative verb 
(“You can eat the apple”) than when hearing sentences 
with a neutral verb (“You can see the apple”). (c) Late 
and typical talkers showed similar levels of success in 
using semantically informative verbs to infer the referent 
of a novel noun, although for both groups, this effect was 
observed only with the verb “eat” and not with “wear.” 
(d) Late talkers were less efficient than typical talkers in 
recognizing familiar nouns and in using familiar verbs to 
anticipate an upcoming noun, as evidenced by their longer 
latencies to shift to the referent on both noun and verb tri-
als. (e) Among typical talkers, greater looking to the tar-
get on novel noun learning trials (“You can eat the dax”) 
predicted accuracy on test trials (“Find the dax”), suggest-
ing a relationship between verb-based prediction and word 
learning; this relationship was not observed in late talkers. 
Indeed, despite late talkers’ less efficient processing of the 
semantically informative verbs, they were equally success-
ful in learning the novel noun–referent pairings. 

Overall, then, the results reported here lend addi-
tional support to the link between vocabulary knowledge 
and lexical processing efficiency in toddlers, indicating 
that late talkers do not simply know fewer words but also 
process the words they know more slowly in online speech 
(Borovsky et al., 2012; Fernald et al., 2006; Mani & Huet-
tig, 2012). Late talkers, who have atypically small produc-
tive vocabularies, did not differ from typical talkers in 
their accuracy in recognizing familiar nouns (all of which 
were produced by a majority of 24-month-olds), but they 
were significantly slower to orient to the nouns’ referents 
(see also Fernald & Marchman, 2012). In addition, late 
talkers were both slower and less accurate than typical 
talkers in using a semantically informative verb to identify 
the referent of an upcoming noun, whether the noun was 
novel or familiar. This suggests that at 2 years of age, late 
talkers may differ more from typical talkers in their verb-
based prediction than in their processing of familiar 
nouns. Thus, although early assessments of language abil-
ity in the first 2 years often focus on nouns, more complex 
linguistic tasks such as verb-based prediction may provide 
a better diagnostic tool. Indeed, evidence suggests that the 
association between vocabulary and noun processing effi-
ciency weakens throughout the third year of life (Koenig 
et al., 2020; Mahr & Edwards, 2018; Peter et al., 2019). In 
contrast, toddlers’ processing of verbs, which is linked to 
later grammatical development, may remain a crucial pre-
dictor of language outcomes during this period (cf. Hadley 
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et al., 2016). Recent evidence from van Alphen et al. 
(2021) is consistent with this possibility, suggesting that 3-
to 4-year-old children suspected of having DLD are 
slower to process verbs, but not nouns, compared to their 
typically developing peers. 

This raises a compelling question about the mecha-
nisms underlying online verb processing and verb-based 
prediction more generally. Children’s successful use of 
verbs here has at least two possible interpretations. First, 
children may have recruited the verbs’ selectional restric-
tions to predict the upcoming noun. That is, they might 
have recognized that the verb “eat” requires an edible 
item as its object (Chomsky, 1965; Grimshaw, 1979; 
Resnik, 1996) or at least that the object of “eat” is very 
likely to be edible (Warren et al., 2015). Alternatively, 
children’s performance may have stemmed from a coarser 
strategy, such as semantic association. Merely hearing 
“eat” might prime children to attend more to semantically 
related objects such as food, as well as other items such as 
mouths or forks (cf. Bergelson & Aslin, 2017). In future 
work, it will be important to assess whether the effects 
observed here reflect differences in children’s ability to 
recruit verbs’ selectional restrictions to predict an upcom-
ing noun (Mani & Huettig, 2012) and/or differences in the 
strength of their semantic associations or the structure of 
their lexico-semantic networks (Borovsky et al., 2016b). 

In either case, it is clear that an ability to use knowl-
edge of a verb’s meaning to anticipate the referent of an 
upcoming noun is a critical component of language pro-
cessing. In this task, children successfully used verbs not 
only to identify familiar objects but also to infer the 
meanings of novel words, suggesting that this ability is 
sufficiently robust and flexible to support word learning 
(Goodman et al., 1998). However, both typical and late 
talkers were only successful in learning the novel noun 
referring to the food item (presented as the object of 
“eat”) and not the clothing item (presented as the object 
of “wear”), a difference that was unanticipated (cf. Bor-
ovsky et al., 2016b). This difference could stem from mul-
tiple sources. First, perhaps our clothing objects, particu-
larly the “novel” object we chose (a kimono), did not 
present as obviously wearable to our children. Alterna-
tively, perhaps these findings indicate a disparity in chil-
dren’s use of these verbs. In particular, the verb “eat” 
may have presented a particularly accessible set of selec-
tional restrictions: MacRoy-Higgins et al. (2016) com-
pared 2-year-old late and typical talkers’ vocabularies 
across 22 different semantic categories derived from the 
MCDI and found that food words were one of the most 
consistently well-known categories across late talkers, age-
matched typical talkers, and a vocabulary-matched con-
trol group, as well as the most well-represented semantic 
category of nouns in late talkers’ vocabularies. In contrast,
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the verb “wear” could pose multiple difficulties for tod-
dlers. Although some work has shown successful use of its 
selectional restrictions (Borovsky et al., 2016b), the cate-
gory of clothing is less well represented in 2-year-olds’ 
productive vocabularies for both late and typical talkers 
(Borovsky et al., 2016a; MacRoy-Higgins et al., 2016). In 
addition, although “wear” and “eat” are similarly frequent 
in child-directed speech at 24 months of age, “wear” 
becomes less frequent over the course of the third 
year and is far less frequent in children’s own speech 
(MacWhinney, 2014; Sanchez et al., 2019). In part, this 
may be because “wear” is synonymous with another fre-
quent verb phrase, namely, “put on,” which may restrict 
its use to certain contexts (e.g., children might hear “Wear 
your glasses,” but “Put on your pants”). “Wear” is also 
homophonous with another early-acquired word, namely, 
“where,” which might interfere with children’s processing. 
Finally, because children were learning novel words for 
two novel objects concurrently, it is possible that if chil-
dren successfully learned the food referent’s label first, 
they simply attended more to that object knowing it had 
been previously labeled and discussed (cf. Twomey & 
Westermann, 2018). This tendency, or perhaps a more 
general food saliency bias, may have masked a slower but 
potentially still successful learning process for the clothing 
item’s label. In sum, although we provide evidence that 
typical and late talkers perform similarly in processing 
“eat” and “wear,” which are well-known and less well-
known verbs, respectively, perhaps differences would 
emerge in a middle ground, particularly with verbs for 
which late talkers tend to know fewer of their objects. In 
future work, we hope to assess children’s performance 
with a greater variety of verbs. 

Although these findings reveal a number of differ-
ences in online lexical processing between typical and late 
talkers, they also show notable similarities. Most critically, 
typical and late talkers were similarly successful in learn-
ing the novel words. Previous studies had examined late 
talkers’ novel word learning primarily in fast-mapping 
procedures (Ellis Weismer, 2007; MacRoy-Higgins & 
Montemarano, 2016; though see Ellis et al., 2015), which 
feature unambiguous referents. Instead, word learning in 
this study occurred in a context in which the novel words 
were not introduced ostensively but rather required toddlers 
to use a familiar verb to identify the novel noun’s referent 
from an otherwise ambiguous display. Late talkers’ success 
suggests that their slower processing efficiency (observed 
here on Informative–Known and Informative–Neutral tri-
als) need not necessarily impede their learning and retention 
of the word–referent mapping, at least when the interval 
between learning and test is short. This is reflected in the 
differential relation between “teaching” and “test” trials for 
typical and late talkers: While toddlers’ performance on 
LaTourrette et a
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Informative–Novel and Neutral–Novel trials was correlated 
in typical talkers, this was not true in late talkers. Late 
talkers may have initially struggled to make the correct 
inference on learning trials, leading to less systematic look-
ing on these trials, yet they ultimately used the verb to 
identify the correct referent and learned the noun–object 
mapping. 

This finding raises intriguing questions about the 
link between online word recognition and word learning. 
On one hand, the results from typical talkers demonstrate 
a specific link between word learning and retention, sug-
gesting that children who are more efficient at using a 
semantically related verb to identify the referent of an 
upcoming noun are also more successful in learning and 
retaining the mapping between that (novel) noun and its 
referent. On the other hand, this relationship was not 
observed among late talkers, who, despite being slower to 
predict the target during learning, appeared to learn the 
novel noun–object mapping as well as typical talkers. 
Strikingly, then, late talkers’ delay in online processing 
did not appear to translate into less robust learning. One 
possibility is that the underlying learning–test relationship 
is similar for late and typical talkers, but late talkers’ shift 
to the target simply occurred later. If that were the case, 
late talkers’ looking during the naming window would be 
a less accurate measure of their eventual learning than for 
typical talkers. Another possibility is that the word learn-
ing test here was insufficiently sensitive to detect differ-
ences between typical and late talkers. Previous work 
found impairments in word learning in children with lan-
guage disorders that emerged only when the task demands 
were higher (e.g., when there were a greater number of 
novel words and/or when the phonological forms of differ-
ent novel words are more similar; Gordon et al., 2021; 
MacRoy-Higgins et al., 2013; Weismer & Hesketh, 1996). 
Thus, although differences in word learning were not 
detected in this task, they might emerge in other learning 
environments. Finally, as noted above, there are multiple 
ways for children to arrive at the correct word–referent 
mapping: Perhaps late talkers used different strategies 
than the typical talkers for succeeding in this task, leading 
to a different or more variable pattern of eye movements 
(cf. McGregor et al., 2022). Further research is needed to 
tease apart these possible explanations. However, our 
results suggest that we should be cautious in characteriz-
ing the potential consequences of delays in online lan-
guage processing for language learning. 

These findings have important implications for 
early identification of children with language disorders. 
Although the current analyses focused on group differ-
ences between late and typical talkers, future work might 
explore individual differences in both groups in the rela-
tion between language processing and later outcomes,
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including subsequent vocabulary growth and grammatical 
competence. For instance, although late talkers’ language 
outcomes are quite heterogeneous as a group, it is possible 
that those late talkers who struggle with online language 
comprehension are also substantially more likely to experi-
ence persistent language impairments (cf. Ellis & Thal, 
2008; Fernald & Marchman, 2012). More broadly, online 
language processing might play an important role in the 
early identification of a variety of future language impair-
ments, such as those associated with autism spectrum dis-
order (cf. Prescott et al., 2022; Venker et al., 2019; Zhou 
et al., 2019). By gathering robust measures of children’s 
online processing of both nouns and verbs, we may be 
able to make better and earlier predictions about chil-
dren’s future language learning trajectories. A major goal 
of the broader longitudinal study of which this study is a 
part is to examine how a variety of measures, including 
neural processing of language, cognitive ability, home lan-
guage environment, and child irritability, can best reveal 
which late talkers are likely to catch up with peers and 
which will continue to struggle and would benefit from 
early intervention. This study suggests that language pro-
cessing assessments offer a promising way of detecting 
language impairments early in life, particularly if these 
assessments include not only noun recognition but also 
more complex skills such as verb-based prediction. These 
results also highlight late talkers’ success in using semantic 
information to learn new words, despite initial processing 
challenges, indicating that researchers and clinicians may 
be able to leverage these word learning skills in creating 
effective interventions. 
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